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1 Abstrat

This memo details CXC Calibration Group proedures for generating trap map �les for the harge

transfer ine�ieny orretor whih is a part of ais proess events.

2 Introdution

Shortly after launh, the front-illuminated (FI) hips in Chandra's Advaned CCD Imaging Spetrom-

eter (ACIS) su�ered radiation damage, whih dramatially inreased the Charge Transfer Ine�eieny

(CTI) from immeasurably small (<� 10

�7

) to of order 10

�4

. One onsequene of this damage is energy

resolution whih is strongly dependent on row number, hipy.

The bak-illuminated (BI) devies also have CTI, at a lower level. Unlike the FI devies, where CTI

is on�ned to the imaging array, it exists in the imaging array, the frame store, and the serial output

register. This ompliates the proess of modeling and orreting the e�ets of CTI for the BI devies.

The work of Townsley et al. (2000), supplemented by that of the MIT ACIS team (e.g. Grant et

al 2004), has suggested a partial orretion for this e�et. By examining the pulse-height values of all

9 pixels in an event island in light of alibration data, it is possible to restore a portion of the lost

resolution.

A desription of the orretion algorithm to implement this method was provided by Grant to the

Chandra X-ray Center (CXC). Calibration �les (known as Trap Map Files) for the ACIS Imaging array

(I array) and the S2 hip on the spetrosopi array were also provided by Grant. The algorithm was

implemented within the iao program ais proess events, whih is used to produe Level 1 and

Level 2 ACIS event lists.

The present memo details e�orts by the CXC ACIS Calibration Group to learn to generate trap

map �les and to generate them for other epohs and hips than those provided by the ACIS PI team.

3 Creation of Trap Map Files for the FI Devies

This setion will disuss in some detail the proess of generating trap map �les for FI CCDs at the

CXC.
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line energy (eV) strength

Mn/Fe�L 670 very weak

Al�Ka 1487 strong

Au�M 2112 very weak

Ti�Ka�es 2771 very weak

Ti�Ka 4511 strong

Ti�Kb 4932 moderate

Mn�Ka 5894 strong

Mn�Kb 6490 moderate

Au�La 9711 weak

Au�Lb 11100 weak

Table 1: Spetral lines in the External Calibration Soure used in the generation of trap map �les.

3.1 Data Preparation

Trap map �les are based on spetral data obtained by ACIS when observing the External Calibration

Soure (ECS). This

55

Fe soure has titanium and aluminum targets, and so the strong lines in its

spetrum are the K shell uoresent lines of Al, Ti and Mn. In addition, a number of weak lines are

visible, as listed in table 1.

Observations of the ECS are ataloged with annotations periodially by Bev Lamarr (MIT ACIS PI

team). Her memo is posted in several plaes by the CXC. The unedited memo in text and postsript

format is on the internal ACIS alibration site. A seletion of \good" observations is also made and

posted on the publi ACIS Calibration site. The seletion is based on usage of the standard observing

modes (Timed Event mode; hips I0{I4 plus S2 and S3, or S0{S5; foal plane temperature lose to

�120

Æ

C).

ECS data are available from the Chandra arhive in one of two ways. The \Provisional Retrieval

Interfae" (http://as.harvard.edu/gi-gen/da/retrieve5.pl) allows one to selet ECS observa-

tions, manually, one at a time, given the obsid.

Internally at the CXC there is a ommand-line interfae to the arhive via the program ar4gl,

whih is wrapped and made more user-friendly in Aldroft's sript ar5gl. Sine this is a ommand

line program, it is easy to sript, making automation of this proess possible. Aordingly, a sript

was generated whih identi�es good ECS data sets for a given epoh (quarterly periods starting at the

beginning of the �120

Æ

C era on 31 January 2000), obtains level 1 event lists from the arhive, and stores

them in a standardized diretory struture.

For many epohs (3-month periods), this will produe a suÆient quantity of good data. For others

many if not most (or, for epoh 3, all) of the ECS runs for either the extended I array or the S array

ourred when the temperature was slightly out of Bev's spe. Joe DePasquale is working on a solution

to this problem. It involves reating a revised good time interval (GTI) extension for eah observation,

by �ltering on a smoothed version of the foal plane temperature (whih is found in the mtl1 �les, and

an be aomplished with the dmgti tool). This results in the reovery of a signi�ant amount of useable

data for some epohs. See Joe's (forthoming, as of this writing TBR) memo for further details.

These data must be sorted by hip and quadrant. Sorting by hip is desirable sine the trap map

�les are generated one hip at a time. Sorting by quadrant is neessary to make the size of the ultimate

merged data �les more managable.

Some of the data in the arhive have been CTI orreted, and some have not. For our purposes

here, unorreted data are required, so it is neessary to run the program ais proess events on

eah �le (one for eah obsid, hip, and quadrant) with the CTI orretor and TGAIN orretion turned
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o�. The event lists should also be �ltered on good grades (ASCA grades 0, 2, 3, 4, and 6) This gives us

an unorreted level 1 event list, suitable for further proessing.

One feature of ais proess events needs to be worked around. When a �le has zero events in it,

and it is fed to ais proess events, the program generates a single event with nonsense data in it.

These must be �ltered out during merging. An alternative strategy that proved unwieldy would be to

keep trak of whih obsid used whih hips, and selet only hips for whih we are likely to have many

(i.e. more than zero) events.

The event lists should be �ltered for bad events, i.e. with the status word nonzero. Care must be

taken to allow events on node boundary olumns to be onsidered, however. The syntax for suh a �lter

is:

[status = 00000000000000000000000x0000℄

whih says the "bad olumn" bit an be either zero or one.

These �les tend to be large, and so eliminating the (useless) tdet, det and sky oordinates olumns

an help limit the �le sizes and save disk spae.

The program dmmerge an then be used to merge the �les into one �le per node per hip per epoh.

Further merging of four epohs gives a full year's worth of observing, whih is enough to populate even

the very weak lines, and to provide signi�ant numbers (� 1� 2� 10

4

) of events in eah olumn in the

strong lines.

3.2 Analysis of Satterplots

These level 1 event �les (one per hip per quadrant, merged to over a whole year's observations)

are then analyzed using the IDL program event browser (EB), whih was developed at Penn State

University by Pat Broos (http://www.astro.psu.edu/xray/dos/TARA/).

There are two types of satterplot display whih need analysis: PHA vs. hipy and the upper pixel

up pix vs. hipy. The former shows the loss of harge due to CTI e�ets. The latter shows how muh

of the harge is reovered by the trailing pixel in the 3 � 3 pixel island, and so is avaliable for the

CTI orretor to restore to the entral pixel. Sine we wish to examine hip oordinates, the X and Y

oordinates should be set to hipx and hipy respetively.

Before proessing the satterplots, however, it is a good idea to look for anomalies. For example,

the above-mentioned anomaly in ais proess events produes events with very large negative pulse

heights, hip oordinates, or other properties. These tend to skew the autosaling in the display graphis

routines of EB.

Another anomaly seen on some quadrants of some hips (TBR: whih?) is low pulse height noise in

ertain olumns. On the plot of PHA vs. hipy this appears as many events below the Al K{� line. An

examination of the PHA vs. hipx plot shows that these events tend to be on�ned to a few olumns,

where they an be quite bright (brighter in terms of events per pixel than the spetral lines). TBR:

example.

Absent anomalies, one an proeed to �t straight lines to the trend of PHA vs. hipy for 11 spetral

lines. EB provides a linear regression with sigma-lipping faility. This permits the user to inlude

events seen visually while exluding those from ajaent lines. Speial are must be used if the CTI is

appreiable, when �tting Ti and Mn K{� lines, as they tend to blend (for large hipy) with the K{�

line.

The K{� lines are easily seen on the satter plots. The normal ontrast plot for I13 in epohs

18{21 is shown in Figure 1 An adjustment of the ontrast brings up the K{� lines. Zooming in so that

the Mn K{� line just �ts on the display is advised. Zooming in even further an be helpful, espeially
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for blended lines. Also, minimizing the pixel size helps to show the trends more learly. The gold L

lines at high energy are useful for ontrolling the trend, and an be seen at extreme ontrast. The weak

low-energy lines are most easily seen by �ltering out all but ASCA grade 0 events (i.e. single pixel

events), whih minimizes the bakground. One ould worry whether the CTI trend for these events

di�ers from that of the full standard grade set, but no suh trend was observed.

Slopes, interepts, and sigmas are reorded in a text �le. Using systemati names helps with the

downstream data handling sripts, so I've used names like epoh1-4 s40 tara.txt, giving epohs,

hip, and node in the �le name itself.

When the above �ts are omplete, hanging the y{axis of the satterplot to up pix (whih is Generi4

in the EB menu) brings up the seond plot for analysis. The y{axis range should be adjusted to

something like �17 to 30 ADU, whih will show the trend of the upper pixel inreasing from near zero

at low row numbers to a larger value (whih is energy-dependent) at high row numbers. This is another

onsequene of CTI: some of the harge lost from the entral pixel is reovered in the upper pixel.

We then seleted events by energy from the spetral plot. This pratie requires that the gain �le

used by ais proess events to reate the ENERGY olumn in the FITS �le be reasonably aurate. The

up pix vs. hipy plot is then a tight satterplot, whih an be �t easily using the linear regression with

sigma lipping routine of EB. Again, interepts, slopes, and sigma values are reorded. The �lenames

in this ase were of the form epoh18-21 harge loss s40.txt. In pratie, we did not use the gold

L lines for this proess.

The text �les ontaining slopes from these two sets of �ts were then massaged into RDB tables, and

then �t. First �t the slope of the pha vs. hipy plot as a funtion of it's interept to a power law, using

QDP or similar software. The slopes of this trend is the parameter �, whih is the power law index in the

relation between harge loud size and energy. Typial values for � range from 0.5 to 0.7. The results

(both power law index and normalization fator) are plaed in a �le suh as S4 alpha.rdb.

We then �t harge loss vs. harge trailing to obtain the parameter f . The harge loss parameter is

the slope of the pha vs. hipy trend, and the harge trailing parameter is the slope of the trailing pixel

pulse height (up pix) vs. hipy trend. This is �t to a straight line using QDP and the slope (f) and

interept plaed in a �le suh as trailing fration s4.rdb.

These last two �les are then merged, with all others from other hips, into �le alpha f.rdb.

The hip ID, quadrant number, and the �tted values of � and f are put into an RDB table for

future use.

3.3 Fitting to produe the Trap Map �le

With values of � and f in hand, we proeded to use Grant's IDL program nkquad.pro, whih �ts a

quinti polynomial to the PHA vs hipy plot for either the Al or Mn K{� line. We seleted the Al line in

eah ase. Data for all olumns for a given quadrant are used, and the oeÆients of the least-squares

best-�t �fth degree polynomial are saved.

These in turn are fed into the program nkmap.pro. This program attempts to �t a funtion to the

PHA vs hipy plot for eah olumn. Sine there are not overwhelming numbers of events in a single

olumn, even for a whole year's observations, it is presumed that the high-order terms of the polynomial

from nkquad.pro are the same for all olumns, and only the ontant and linear terms are �t.

The program then generates an image, evaluating the best-�t funtion for every pixel of the devie.

This image, plus (in the FITS header) the values of � and f are the information in the trap map �le.

The images in these �les an be inspeted using sd9 or other FITS image-viewing tool. If all is well,

the image will be somewhat streaky, with no blak and no very bright olumns. The PHA vs. hipy

plot for a typial olumn is shown in Figure 2. There are a few ategories of \bad" olumns whih an

show up at this point:
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� Columns with step funtions in the PHA vs hipy plot. These seem to be manufaturing defets, or

other damage produed very early in the program (prior to launh). In priniple we ould model

these jumps and orret at least some of these olumns, but as the number is fairly small (about

a dozen), it has not been thought worthwhile at this time. We show two examples of this e�et.

There is a small step-funtion shown in Figure 4, whih ould in priniple be modeled. However,

there are a few olumns with huge step-funtions suh as that in Figure 5.

� Related to step funtions (possibly a similar ourene in the Frame Store) are olumns with

anomalously low pulse heights that are otherwise normal. These an be modeled if the aluminum

line is above the noise. An example is s02, olumn 661.

� Soft noise. Some olumns have an abundane of low pulse-height noise. Sometimes this rises to

the level of the (sagging) Al K{� line, and interferes with the �t. Adjusting the thresholds for

the �t an help with this e�et. For this purpose, there is a �le of bad olumns whih is an input

to nkmap.pro. Sometimes a seond iteration is required to orret for this e�et. An example of

this is shown in Figure 3.

� Other bad �ts, atual bad olumns, et. Roughly a dozen olumns on all eight FI devies annot

be �t for other reasons, or have no data beause they are otherwise agged as \bad". These

olumns are typially opied from neighboring olumns. Again, the number of suh olumns is

very small; of order 0.1% of the olumns on the ACIS FI devies.

One suh �le is generated for eah hip. Glen Allen of SDS reformats a omplete set of suh �les to

make a ti �le for the CALDB.

At this point Grant and others an test the trap map �les. I inlude a few plots from Grant

(http://spae.mit.edu/home/grant/tiorr/) showing improved energy resolution and attening

of the mean PHA for strong lines as funtions of hipy. They an also be tested in-house, by reformatting

the trap maps to CALDB spei�ations (using Glenn Allen's S/Lang ode), orreting event lists, and

examining suh properties as mean pulse height and line widths vs. hipy.
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Figure 1: PHA vs hipy plot for a typial quadrant, at two ontrast settings. The stong spetral lines

(K{� and K{� lines) are learly visible. Enhaning the ontrast brings up the weaker lines.
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Figure 2: PHA vs hipy plot for a typial \good" olumn: Epoh 18{21, S41, hipx=482.
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Figure 3: PHA vs hipy plot for a olumn with low-PH noise, Epoh 18{21, S41, hipx=487.
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Epoch18-21_i1c1_flt_evt1.fits
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Figure 4: PHA vs hipy plot for a olumn with a small step-funtion, Epoh 18{21, I11, hipx=332.
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Figure 5: PHA vs hipy plot for a olumn with a large step-funtion, Epoh 18{21, I01, hipx=303.

The line showing to the right of the step funtion is believed to be the Mn K{� line.
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3.4 Response Files

Sine the response of ACIS is improved by the CTI orretor, we need response matries generated for

use with CTI-orreted data. Alexey Vikhlinin (ref? TBR) provides these, as doumented elsewhere.

They ome in two parts: an ideal CCD response, and a position-dependent CTI satter matrix. These

are onvolved to generate response matrix �les for many regions on the devies.

Also needed are time-dependent gain orretions. These orret the most obvious seular hange in

the instrument response, namely the derease of mean PHA for a given photon energy as a funtion of

time, due to radiation damage. They are issued quarterly, and are known as TGAIN �les. Vikhlinin

also generates these �les based on the ECS data.

When all the response produts are in hand, tests an begin using the CIAO software suite. Response

matries are generated for eah and every zone of the FI hips, and the ECS data for selet epohs are

�t. Mean energies are ompared to the known atual photon energies. The goal is to be orret to

within 0.3% at all energies. In pratie, this goal is diÆult to meet at Al K{�, where this spei�ation

is about one ADU.

The ECS also has no strong lines softer than Al K{�, whih at 1.49 keV is rather harder than

we'd like. This situation an be remedied at some loations on some hips by �tting observations of

1E0102.2{7219 (known as \E0102"), an oxygen-rih supernova remnant in the Small Magelleni Cloud.

This bright SNR is about 1.5 armin in diameter, and has a remarkably simple spetrum: lines of O VII,

O VIII, Ne IX, and Ne X dominate the power emitted by the soure. There is very little ontinuum,

and no iron in the spetrum. Iron L-shell lines would ompliate �tting of the Ne lines.

4 Testing

Catherine Grant has an IDL-oded CTI orretor that is useful for testing new trap map �les. In order

to judge whether the CXC proess was adequate, we generated a trap map for I3 using data from epohs

1{4 (the year from February 2000 through January 2001), whih was the �rst year of operation at a

temperature of �120

Æ

C.

A plot of the summed data from epohs 1{4 for the entire I33 quadrant is shown in Figure 6. The

pre-launh spetrum is also shown, for omparison. The two orretions are nearly idential, showing

that the present trap map generation method is quite omparable to that of the PI team, released in the

original CTI orretor CALDB. Also shown are plots of the mean PHA vs hipy (Figure 7), the FWHM

vs hipy (Figure 8), and the frational di�erene in the FWHM (Figure 9). These plots show that the

present work is 1{2% better than the original PI team trap map, whih is quite omparable.

We therefore proeded to generate other trap map �les.
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Figure 6: Spetra of I33, epohs1{4, at launh (green), unorreted(blak), and with two orretions

whih are nearly indistinguishable on this plot: the original PI Team work (red) and the present work

(blue).
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Figure 7: Plot of means for Mn and Al K{� lines vs hipy.
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Figure 8: Plot of full-width at half-max for Mn and Al K{�. Note the two orretions are nearly

idential.
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Figure 9: Plot of the frational di�erene in FWHM between the CALDB orretion and the present

work. There is a 1{2% improvement with the present orretion.
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5 Creation of Trap Map Files for the BI Devies

The CTI on the Bak-Illuminated (BI) devies (S3 and S1) is di�erent in harater from that on the FI

devies. It arises from manufaturing defets rather than on-orbit radiation damage, and is hanging

only very slowly as the mission proeeds. It also exists not only in the imaging array (where the FI CTI

is exlusively) but also in the frame store and the serial readout register.

It is diÆult to tease apart parallel CTI in the imaging array and the framestore, so they are treated

the same, with one additional parameter, whih represents a pedestal value added to the detailed maps,

representing the CTI in the frame store.

Serial CTI is treated in muh the same way as parallel CTI, but must be separately alibrated and

parametrized.

This setion will detail di�erenes in the proedure for trap map generation between the FI and the

BI devies.

5.1 Serial CTI on the BI Devies

First we �t for the serial CTI. Data are taken from the �rst 16 rows, i.e. hipy < 17, �ltered by grade

and for bad pixels and olumns. It's important to turn o� any TGAIN and/or CTI orretion in the

data.

Even for a whole year, the olletion of events that result are rather few. Thus �tting the K-shell

lines is possible, but the weaker lines are nearly invisible. The Fe/Mn L omplex an just be seen above

the noise. This gives us six lines to work with.

It's also important to remember that the trailing pixel is either the left pixel (for nodes 1 and 3;

this is generi3 in Event Browser) or right pixel (for nodes 0 and 2; selet generi2). Also, many of

the slopes are negative, so it's important to take absolute values before �tting trends vs. energy. A last

thing to note is that the interepts are often far from zero, beause while the serial CTI is essentially

zero at the readout pixel, the olumn number there is in general non-zero.

The values of � and f obtained for the serial diretion are often quite di�erent from those for the

parallel diretion. This is expeted, in part due to the di�erent loking speeds in the two diretions.

These numbers are plaed in a �le alled alpha f bi.rdb, by way of �les suh as S3 bi alpha.rdb

and trailing fration s3 bi.rdb and the sript at bi results.sh. There is one more olumn in

these �les than for the FI hips: a �eld alled serpar is either S for serial or P for parallel parameters.

The serial parameters are fed to the IDL program nkmap bis.pro whih alls tiserialal.pro.

This takes a set of four event list �les with names suh as Epoh0 s30 g0bot.fits, whose name reets

�ltering for only grade zero (or grades zero and six for S1), and the bottom 16 rows (hipy < 17). The

program generates a serial trap map with a name suh as test s3 0 trapdenss.fits. Here, the zero is

the epoh of the data used in the �t, and the s just prior to the dot represents serial CTI. This program

does a linear �t to the pulse height of the aluminum line as a funtion of hipx for eah quadrant. It

an be onfused by low pulse-height noise, so hek to verify the results are sensible.

This �le must be transformed into a CALDB-format trapmap, using Glenn Allen's S/Lang sript

mk ti file.sl. It's important to put `none' in the plae for the parallel trap map �le in the input list

for this �le, sine we wish to perform only the serial CTI orretion on the data in the next step. At

present, it is neessary to edit the name of the output ti �le into the S/Lang sript.

The resulting �le an be used to run only the serial CTI orretion on the event lists, using

ais proess events. If needed, a parameter study an be done at this point by varying �

s

and

f

s

, regenerating the serial trap map, reformatting it, and orreting events lists. One an then examine

the trend of line entroids and widths with hipx to determine the optimum parameters.
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5.2 Parallel CTI on the BI Devies

The parallel trap map generation is muh the same as for the FI hips, with the notable exeption that

one should use serial CTI-orreted event lists.

The trend of trailing pixel pulse height vs hipy does not go to zero at the bottom of the imaging

array, beause of the parallel CTI in the frame store. Estimating the (negative) hipy for whih the

trailing pixel would go to zero is one way of arriving at an estimate for the pedestal parameter. In

pratie, we obtained 1.6 for S3 and 7.0 for S1. We used the same values for both Epoh 0 (the

�110 C era) and Epoh 1-4 (the �rst year of �120 C operation). The performane of the CTI orretor

seems to be not very sensitive to the value of this parameter (whih is hard-oded into the program

nkmap bi quad.pro).

The programs whih �t olumns and generate trapmaps for the BI hips are alled nkquad bi.pro

and nkmap bi quad.pro. Bad olumns, of whih there only a few on the BI devies, are hard-oded

into the latter program (unlike the FI program, whih read them from an rdb table).

The resulting trap map �le, whose default name is something of the form test s3 0 trapdensp.fits

an be fed into the S/Lang reformatting program mk ti file.sl with its serial ounterpart to gen-

erate a CALDB-format ti �le. Trap maps for other hips an also be put into this �le; the proper

CALDB �le has entries for all devies in a single �le. The CALDB-format ti �le an be used with

ais proess events to do a full orretion (both serial and parallel) of event lists for testing pur-

poses, suh as parameter studies to obtain the best values of the parallel parameters �

p

and f

p

, and the

pedestal value.
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